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The large seaEQ-Weather-Sail (WS) is not only the perfect protection against the 
burning sun but also against wind and rain.

The seaEQ-Weather-Sail makes an ideal shelter in the harbour and also takes care 
of some extra privacy. It’s easy to attach the WS on board. Depending on the 
weather you can fasten it to the railing or deck fittings, but you can also 
tighten and stretch it upwards on the main sail. With the help of the five extra 
affixing nooses the seaEQ-Weather-Sail can be easily stretched in various 
directions.

Folded the WS is very compact and easy to stow away on board. The light 
polyester fabric is very tear resistant guaranteeing it to last a long time.

Versions:

The seaEQ-Weather-Sail is available in the following version: 
WS 270 white: Triangular sail, Colour white, Width 3 m, 
Height 3,20 m.

A sturdy sewn polyester seam all around the sail. An affixing 
noose in every corner of the sail, five extra nooses. Weight 
approx. 800 g.

Features:

  The large surface offers protection against sun, 
 rain and wind.

  Perfect screen for example more privacy in 
 the harbour.

  High-quality finish for durable protection.

  Super strong , light, easy to stow away. 

  Entirely free of metal components.

  Beautiful design.

  Easy to handle.
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Materials:

The seaEQ-Weather-Sail is made from a strong one sided coated polyester fabric. 
The seaEQ-WS has a sturdy sewn polyester seam all around. Sewn in the corners 
there are five robust polyester belts. In the sides there are five extra nooses. The 
nooses are sewn to the sail with very strong seams. Entirely without metal components. 

After season store in a dark place for longer lasting colours.

seaEQ-OnDeckSystems are handy, robust and flexible in use.
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